Easy Social Feed
https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/easy-facebook-likebox

The easiest and user-friendly plugin for Custom Instagram Feed (Display photos,
gallery, and videos), Custom Facebook Feed (posts, links, status, photos, videos,
events), Facebook and Page Plugin (previously Facebook Like Box).

FEATURES OF INSTAGRAM FEED PLUGIN:
One minute setup. Easy setup flow to configure and go live in minutes.
Fully customizable. Customize the layout and look & feel using the WP Customizer
in real-time. Yes, no more guessing!
Change number of columns, colors and borders.
Create multiple skins. Handy when you need to display the feed on the page as
well as in the footer or sidebar, differently.
Completely responsive and mobile-friendly.
Powerful shortcode generator, you don’t need to mess up with shortcode
attributes.
Load more button to display unlimited photos.
Follow using the Instagram button.
Display header at the top of the feed.
Dynamically load more photos – Display more photos and videos with the click of
a button.
Multiple-feeds (pro)- There is no limitation to display the number of feeds on your
site. Our shortcode and widgets work independently. Which means you can add
the feed from multiple pages wherever you want, whenever you want.
Advanced PopUp (pro)- Display photos in advanced and super-fast PopUp. Give
your feed a look like Instagram so your users do not leave your site ever.
Images gallery (pro)- Display multiple images in a gallery carousel. Perfect way to
display multiple photos in an attractive and user-friendly way.
Videos gallery (pro)- Display multiple videos in a gallery carousel. Yepp! Your
visitors can play videos right inside the popup. Cool!
Comments (pro)- Display comments on posts on your site in popup. Also, display
replies on comments in thread.
Hearts (pro)- Display how many times your photo was loved by your followers
right on your site.

Layouts (pro)- Select layouts for your photos feed in full-width, half-width and
masonry.
Image filters (pro)- Apply cool filters to make your photos even more stunning.
Available filters are grayscale, saturate, sepia, hue, invert, brightness
Animate filters (pro)- Confused what filter you want to use? Then no worries, just
select animate filters to animate and apply all filters in a loop on your images.
Fully customizable layouts (pro)- Change colors, padding or even enable and
disable the elements.
Priority support (pro)- Above all, I stand firmly behind my plugin and provide topnotch priority support to the premium plan users via email.
Much More Awesome and Cool Stuff To Come…

FEATURES OF CUSTOM FACEBOOK FEED:
Support fully customizable facebook feed. Match the look and feel of the feed with
your website using WordPress customizer (yes, no more guessing)
Responsive – It’s responsive and mobile-friendly. Easy Social Post feed WordPress
plugin is designed from scratch to make sure your content looks and works
stunning on all devices and screens.
Caption words limit – Limit the number of words to display in the story on your
site
PopUp – Display images, videos, and albums in the advanced popup so your users
never leave your site again. Also, navigate between post images using next and
previous links in the popup
Super fast – Cache – It caches the posts, images and other content from Facebook
and Instagram to minimize external requests to load the page faster. It caches
the posts, images and other content from Facebook and Instagram to minimize
external requests to load the page faster. You can set the interval to check for
new posts every second, minute, hour or days. The choice is yours!
Multiple-feeds – There is no limitation to display the number of feeds on your site.
Our shortcode and widgets work independently. Which means you can add the
feed from multiple pages wherever you want, whenever you want.
Top-notch customer support – We firmly stand behind our plugin. In case you
need help, we will be always on the other side of your computer screen to help
whenever you need it. 
Layouts – Display the feed-in full-width, half-width and in thumbnail views
Show/hide page plugin – show or hide the page plugin.
Show/hide page header – ability to show or hide the name of the page,
information about the page, category of the page and number followers
Image size – Select the size of images you want to display in the feed
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Show or hide the image – Ability to hide or show images in the feed
Share – Share buttons with each post in your feed to make it even more viral on
social media.
Read more – Read more button to read the full story on Facebook.
Shortcode generator – easily generate shortcode to display feed wherever you
want
Widget – dedicated widget to display the feed in sidebar or footer.
And much more in the pack…
Post filter (pro)- Filter the posts in feed based on the type of the post for example
images, videos, and events.
More layouts (pro)- Display the feed-in grid, masonry or carousel layouts.
Any page post feed (pro)- You can display posts from any public page even if you
don’t manage it.
Post images gallery (pro)- Display all images and videos in the gallery carousel in
PopUp.
Advanced PopUp (pro)- Replaces the current PopUp with advanced and super-fast
PopUp. Give your feed a look like FB so your users do not leave your site ever.
Albums feed (pro)- Display albums of any page on your site. Good to reduce the
effort of uploading images on the site again.
Events (pro)- Display events of your page on your site. It syncs the events you
share on Facebook to keep your site visitors stay up to date.
Comment replies (pro)- Display threads of comments reply in the separate fancy
popup.
Comments media (pro)- Display images and videos added on your posts in the
comments by your followers in fancy popup.
Likes popup (pro)- Display likes and reactions in the popup. Also, it will help you
filter the reactions on a post like Facebook.
Fully customizable layouts (pro)- Change colors, padding or even enable and
disable the elements.

FEATURES OF FACEBOOK PAGE PLUGIN:
Show or hide faces/connections.
Show or hide header.
Show or hide the latest facebook fan page posts.
Now support optional responsive layout.
Page plugin tabs (pro) – Use tabs to display events, timeline, and messages in the
Likebox or Page plugin feed
Display like box or page plugin in page/post/custom posts using shortcodes easily
generated while saving widget or using the shortcode generator on the settings
page.
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Set fixed width and height.
Choose your desired language or input your own language (if not in list).
Support 75 different locales
Top-notch customer support – We firmly stand behind our plugin. In case you
need help, we will be always on the other side of your computer screen to help
whenever you need it. 
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